Introduction to Enrollment and Placement Information Reports

This section includes:

1. **AHCCCS ALTCS Enrollment** – These four documents detail the number of members enrolled on September 1st (the last month of the contract year) by county and Contractor for the contract years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

2. **AHCCCS ALTCS Enrollment by County by Health Plan** - This document includes the AHCCCS website link to current enrollment in the AHCCCS ALTCS program by county by health plan for both the DDD Health Plan and the EPD Health Plans.

3. **AHCCCS Population by Health Care Contractor** - This document includes the AHCCCS website link to current AHCCCS Population by Health Care Contractor chart. This information represents in summary of number of members enrolled by Health Care Contractor by month.

4. **Member Placement by Program Contractor** - These four documents detail the number of enrolled members (both dual and non-dual) placed in various different settings by county by Contractor in the month of October for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

5. **Member Placement by Program Contractor Non-Acute Care** – These four documents detail the number of members (dual, non-dual and total) by Contractor by county excluding acute care only members and members not placed as of October for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. There are four documents that detail the number of enrolled members (dual, non-dual and total) by Contractor by county excluding acute care only members, members in an institution and members not placed in the month of October for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

6. **Member Placement Comparison by Program Contractor** - These four documents compare the Contractors’ percentage of members (dual, non-dual and total) placed in the four different settings as of October for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

7. **Annual Enrollment Choice Statistics** - This document shows the number of notices sent to ALTCS enrolled members informing them of their right to choose a health plan annually and the number of members and percentage that opted to change in Maricopa County and Pima County combined for the months October of 2013 through September of 2015.

8. **ALTCS Maricopa County and Pima County Auto-Assignments** – This report shows the number of members auto-assigned in a Health Plan in Maricopa County and Pima County per month from October 2013 through September 2015.

9. **ALTCS Maricopa County and Pima County Choice Statistics** – This report shows the number of letters mailed to members providing notice of choice to change to another Health Plans, and the number of members who chose to change and percentage.
10. **Member by County, Age and Gender** - These documents detail the number of ALTCS enrolled members (dual and non-dual) by gender by various age bands state-wide and urban and rural counties as of October for the 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. There are additional reports for Maricopa County only by contractor by gender by age-band. There are also reports for all other counties excluding Maricopa County by gender and age band for dual and non-dual members for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

11. **Length of Enrollment by GSA** - This report shows the length of enrollment on the ALTCS program for all members enrolled in the GSA as of January 1, 2016.

12. **Member Discontinuance** – This report shows the number of ALTCS members and the discontinuance reason by county per month from January 2015 through December 2015.

13. **Initial Placement Information** – This report shows the number of ALTCS members and the HCBS or Institutional initial placement type by county per month from July 2014 through December 2015.